
 

Laptop ban creates turbulence for airline
profits
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A ban on laptops in cabins frustrates travellers and will eat into airlines' profits,
experts say

A carry-on ban by Washington and London for laptops on flights from
some airports will hit the profits of affected airlines, especially the
lucrative business class segments of Gulf carriers, analysts said
Thursday.
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Washington decided to ban electronic devices bigger than mobile phones
on direct flights to the United States from 10 airports in seven Middle
Eastern countries and Turkey. Britain followed with a similar ban from
five countries from the Middle East, northern Africa and Turkey.

"It's unusual to a have a security measure that is geographically
selective," said Bertrand Mouly-Aigrot, an associate at Archery Strategy
Consulting, which specialises in the security and transportation sectors.

"One of the probable knock-on effects is that certain travellers will turn
to other companies" for their trips to the United States but "if the threat
is there, it could be shifted to connecting flights," he told AFP.

In addition to the risk of losing passengers and suffering a nosedive in
client satisfaction, the impacted airlines will also have to bear the costs
of checking in and screening more luggage, said experts.

Banning laptops and other electronic devices in cabins should in theory
reduce the risk of their being used to hide a bomb, as scanners for
checked luggage are usually more sophisticated.

The US ban affects around 50 flights per day from nine airlines: Royal
Jordanian, EgyptAir, Turkish Airlines, Saudia, Kuwait Airways, Royal
Air Maroc, Qatar Airways, Emirates and Etihad Airways.

The British ban affects 14 airlines: British Airways, EasyJet, Jet2.com,
Monarch, Thomas Cook, Thomson, Turkish Airlines, Pegasus Airways,
Atlas-Global Airlines, Middle East Airlines, Egyptair, Royal Jordanian,
Tunis Air and Saudia.

Wi-Fi yes, laptops no

Flights to the United States from Gulf countries carry many business
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people who often travel with just carry-ons, and use their time onboard
to get work done.

And "filling business class is what makes long-haul flights profitable,"
said Mouly-Aigrot.

The additional time spent waiting to receive checked baggage upon
arrival and the frustration of not being able to get work done during the
flight in a Wi-Fi enabled cabin risks angering airlines' most valued
customers.

  
 

  

Businessmen often rely on flying time to work on their laptops, but now they
have to get it done before checking in

"Flying with a laptop onboard is considered the norm today. There is a
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risk of a considerable loss of passengers," said Didier Brechemier, a
transport expert at the Roland-Berger consultancy.

Ben Vogel at IHS Jane's Airport Review said that airlines would also
likely face increased claims for laptops and other electronic devices
getting damaged in checked luggage, while the extra time passengers
need to pass in enhanced security means they have less time to spend
shopping in airports.

Security varies

Vogel said "it is true to say that security varies at airports in the countries
affected by the plan".

He pointed to Abu Dhabi's modern airport that not only has advanced
equipment for detecting explosives but where US authorities have set up
immigration and customs checks for travellers even before they board
their flights.

At the other end of the spectrum, Egyptian airports have come under
added scrutiny after the October 2015 crash of a Russian charter flight
from Sharm el-Sheikh that killed all 224 on board. The Islamic State
claimed it smuggled a bomb on board in a soda can.

The measure is "causing confusion and I can see a lot of airlines getting
angry if this policy is not made clearer," said Saj Ahmad, chief analyst at
StrategicAero Research.

He called the policy "a little ill-conceived" as it leaves open the
possibility of using connecting flights to bring electronic devices into the
cabins of US-bound flights.

"How would Homeland Security mitigate against a passenger from
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France with a device, etcetera, in the cabin..." asked Ahmad, noting that
France has suffered a lot of terrorism in recent years.

Brechemier at Roland-Berger said if equipment is not able to detect
bombs in electronic devices then "it signifies that there is a global risk",
not just in certain airports.

"It's clear that we're in the midst of political jousting on rights to traffic,
issues connected with oil, political issues that go well beyond the
problem of devices in air travel," he said.

US airlines have for years sought restrictions on the rights of Gulf
carriers to fly to the United States, claiming that they have received
unfair subsidies from their governments.
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